
May 13–15, 2019
Hard Rock Hotel and Casino • Tulsa, Oklahoma

“Empowering, Informing and Inspiring Native Business and Entrepreneurship”

Agenda
MONDAY, MAY 13, 2019
8:00 AM – 3:00 PM             NATIVE BUSINESS GOLF CLASSIC – Cherokee Hills Golf Club

• 8:00 am – 8:45 am: Registration and Breakfast

• 9:00 am: Shotgun Start

• 12:00 pm – 1:00pm: Lunch provided at clubhouse

• 2:30 – 3:00 pm: Golf Classic Awards/Networking Reception

1:00 PM – 5:00 PM             REGISTRATION – Convention Entrance Area

6:00 PM – 8:00 PM             NATIVE BUSINESS SUMMIT – OPENING WELCOME RECEPTION 
The Resort Pool at the Hard Rock Hotel

• Host: Chance Rush
• DJ: Marcus “Emcee One” Guinn
• Welcome Remarks:

• Gary and Carmen Davis – Founders and Publishers, Native 
Business Magazine

• Ayla Medrano – Executive Director, American Indian 
Chamber of Commerce of Oklahoma

TUESDAY, MAY 14, 2019

8:00 AM – 5:00 PM             REGISTRATION – Convention Entrance Area

7:30 AM – 8:45 AM             NETWORKING BREAKFAST – 18TH Floor – Sky Room

9:00 AM – 10:15 AM           OPENING GENERAL SESSION – Sequoyah Ballroom
• Presentation of Colors

Presenting Sponsor



• Invocation: James Trosper – Executive Director, High Plains 
American Indian Research Institute, University of Wyoming

• Official Summit Welcome: Gary and Carmen Davis – 
Founders and Publishers, Native Business Magazine

• City of Tulsa Welcome: G.T. Bynum –  Mayor of Tulsa
• Video Welcome Messages
• Special Remarks

• Bridget Gonzales – Chief for the Office of Legislative, 
Education & Intergovernmental Affairs at the Minority 
Business Development Agency, U. S. Department of 
Commerce

• Presenting Sponsor Welcome and Keynote Remarks:
• Bill John Baker – Principal Chief, Cherokee Nation

• Final Remarks

10:30 AM – 5:00 PM TRADESHOW OPENS – Sequoyah Ballroom

10:45 AM – 12:15 PM BREAKOUT SESSIONS ONE

Session/Podcast I: Agriculture – (This session will be recorded live 
as a Native Business Podcast for airing at a later date) – Industrial 
Hemp: Doing Well by Doing Good. This session will discuss the 
tremendous business potential of legal industrial hemp and the 
thousands of products it can produce. In addition to being a profitable 
agricultural commodity, hemp is environmentally positive and can 
remove carbon from the air and toxins from the land. Native-owned 
businesses have unique opportunities and commercial advantages in 
the hemp industry, and can partner with Tribes and other enterprises 
to create sustainable crops and in-demand value added products.
Location: Sequoyah Ballroom Main Stage
Host: Mika Leonard for the Native Business Podcast
Panelists:

• Vincent Logan – Chief Financial Officer/Chief Investment 
Officer, Native American Agriculture Fund 

• Aaron Fournier – Co-Founder and Chief Operating Officer, 
Native American Hemp

• Greg Guedel – Attorney, Hobbs Straus Dean & Walker LLP
• G. Blake Jackson, J.D. – Policy Officer and Staff Attorney, 

Indigenous Food and Agriculture Initiative at the University of 
Arkansas

• Coby Smith – Principal, Salt Plains Hemp, LLC



Session II: Small Business – Start up Right, Stay Upright! The 
Importance of getting your legal structure and accounting affairs in 
order from the beginning is vital to the success of your company. No 
matter what your entrepreneurial pursuit is, making sure you build your 
business with the correct legal framework and with the proper 
accounting systems in place, is imperative to the long term health of 
your enterprise. Join this panel to hear from seasoned experts about 
these two core fundamental building blocks that your business must 
have in place from the day you start up!
Location: Deer I
Presenters: 

• Sean McCabe – President, McCabe CPA Group
• Blake Trueblood – General Counsel, JusticeFunds, LLC

Session III: Corporate Diversity – This panel will focus on the 
importance of training and developing Native entrepreneurs in order to 
build stronger ties to corporate supplier diversity initiatives and 
opportunities across Indian country.
Location: Deer II
Presenters:

• Alison Meyer – Supplier Diversity Manager, Ongweoweh Corp
• Sam Campbell – General Manager, Lindley Wood LLC an 

Ongweoweh Corp Company
• Ricardo Barrientos – Executive Director, Business 

Development & Strategy, Ongweoweh Corp

Forum: Energy – Wind, Solar, Oil and Gas - Empowering Tribal 
Energy Sovereignty. Energy resources on Tribal lands are substantial; 
5% of the renewable energy potential for the entire United States rests 
on, in, and above Native soil.  When coupled with vast oil and gas 
reserves, the economic development opportunity coming from these 
energy resources presents a substantial financial growth opportunity 
for Tribes and their communities. Isn’t it about time the federal 
government unilaterally allows Tribes to make their own decisions 
about Tribal land and resources? On Tribal lands, corporations 
seeking to do business with the Tribe or Tribal members must navigate 
several federal agencies and dozens of processes in order to receive 
a single permit to develop an energy project. This is in stark contrast to 
the simplified permitting process required of companies that are 
interested in energy development on private property and other 
Federal lands. The outcome of these bureaucratic inefficiencies 



equates to increasing the cost of engaging in resource development 
with Tribes or individual Tribal members. Join this panel to learn how 
Tribes are utilizing their sovereignty to overcome Federal roadblocks, 
acquire financing, engage with private energy developers, and 
subsequently preserve their inherent right to self-determine their 
energy future across Indian Country.
Location: Bear
Moderator: Gary Davis – Chief Executive Officer and Publisher, 
Native Business Magazine
Panelists:

• David Williams – Chief Executive Officer, Missouri River 
Resources

• Chris Deschene – Principal, Deschene Consulting, LLC and 
former Director, Office of Indian Energy Policy and Programs, 
U.S. Department of Energy

• David Conrad – President, Osage Nation Environmental 
Solutions

• Tom Hosier – Vice President, Arizona Market Manager, Stearns 
Bank

12:30 PM – 2:00 PM LUNCHEON – Sequoyah Ballroom
• Invocation: George Tiger – Chairman, United Tribal Nations of 

Oklahoma, Kansas and Texas
• Lunch Served
• Announcements
• A Native Business Documentary Short Film Premiere: 

Food Sovereignty. This past March, Mandan, Hidatsa and 
Arikara (MHA) Nation Chairman Mark N. Fox led a delegation 
to the Netherlands. The delegation met with greenhouse 
agriculturalists in the Netherlands, with stops in Amsterdam, 
Naaldwijk, Maasdijk, The Hague and Reusel to reap the most 
information related to the Chairman’s initiative to convert 
compressed natural gas from the numerous oil wells on the 
Fort Berthold Indian Reservation in western North Dakota into a 
power  source to advance sustainable greenhouses, modeled 
after the cutting-edge solutions forged in the Netherlands. The 
trip included meeting with key officials at the headquarters of 
the Dutch Ministry of Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality in 
The Hague. The Netherlands has asserted itself as an 
agricultural powerhouse. The small country is the second 
largest global exporter of food by dollar value after the U.S. 



— and the country is sharing its methodologies with the MHA 
Nation. The MHA Nation’s successful pursuit to create a bridge 
to global opportunity and knowledge share with the 
Netherlands is historic, particularly in light of formerly 
contentious relationships between Indian Country and the 
Dutch. Chairman Fox anticipates the MHA Nation’s food 
sovereignty project, inspired by the agricultural giant, the 
Netherlands, will inspire other Tribes to drive innovative 
solutions to feeding its own people, while creating self-reliant 
and sustainable Tribal economies. We hope you enjoy this 
short film which documents the MHA Nations’ historic recent 
trip to the Netherlands.

• Keynote Remarks: 
• Mike Sommers – President and Chief Executive Officer, 

American Petroleum Institute
• Mark N. Fox – Chairman, Mandan, Hidatsa and Arikara 

Nation
• Final Remarks

2:15 PM – 3:30 PM BREAKOUT SESSIONS TWO

Session/Podcast I: Professional Development (This session will be 
recorded live as a Native Business Podcast for airing at a later date) – 
Tips for Charting your Career Trajectory. An important session for any 
student or individual just beginning their professional career. This 
panel will explore the following topics:

• How to seek out opportunities for internships, scholarships, 
mentorship;

• Resume writing;
• The fundamentals of understanding personal financial literacy;
• The importance of managing your financial well-being as you 

move up the career ladder; and 
• The dos and don'ts of social media.

Location: Sequoyah Ballroom Main Stage
Host: Mika Leonard for the Native Business Podcast
Panelists:

• Carmen Davis – Founder and Publisher, Native Business 
Magazine

• Joy Huntington – Chief Executive Officer, Uqaqti Consulting
• Linda Sacks – Director of Strategy and Public Affairs, Native 

American Action



Session II: Gaming – A Step-By-Step Guide to Active Shooter 
Preparedness. Nearly 350 mass shooting incidents occurred in 2018 
resulting in 300 plus deaths and over 1,250 injuries. Join Brian 
Decorah, Chief Executive Officer of the Snoqualmie Casino, and a 
panel of security experts, to learn how the Snoqualmie Casino 
successfully conducted a first of its kind active shooter training, using 
live gunfire, in a casino. A must attend for Tribal gaming enterprises 
across the country to learn how they can create their own step-by-step 
process for an active shooter training program. The panel will also 
cover the process used by Snoqualmie Casino for presenting the 
importance of a live shooter preparedness plan to the Snoqualmie 
Casino Board of Directors, Tribal Council, Gaming Commission, HR, 
the staff and the media.
Location: Bear
Presenters:

• Brian Decorah – Chief Executive Officer, Snoqualmie Casino
• Deron Roberts – Director of Safety and Security, Snoqualmie 

Casino

Session III: Cybersecurity – Escaping The Threat Of Fraud And 
Cybercrime. Fraud and cybersecurity are sometimes the two largest 
elephants in the room, but many people don’t know how to address 
them. As the fraud and cybersecurity threats continue to grow, join us 
for learn about the top five things you should know about fraud and 
cybercrime and how to fight back.
Location: Deer II
Presenters:

• David Poczynek – Chief Information Security Officer, BOK 
Financial

• Keith Parsons – Director, Financial Crimes, BOK Financial

Forum: Energy and Agriculture – Food Sovereignty. Join this forum 
to learn more about Mandan Hidatsa and Arikara (MHA) Nation 
Chairman Mark N. Fox’s “Food Sovereignty” initiative to empower the 
MHA Nation to produce its own food. The MHA Nation aims to convert 
compressed natural gas from the numerous oil wells on the Fort 
Berthold Indian Reservation in western North Dakota to power 
sustainable greenhouses, modeled after the cutting-edge solutions 
forged in the Netherlands. The Netherlands has asserted itself as an 
agricultural powerhouse. The small country is the second largest 



global exporter of food by dollar value after the U.S. — and the country 
is sharing its methodologies with the MHA Nation. While leaders in 
efficiency, the Dutch strike a balance between technology and human 
involvement. That perspective is culturally aligned with the MHA 
Nation. The Tribes’ food sovereignty initiative marks a return to the 
Tribes’ traditionally agricultural way of life. The project will create 
numerous jobs for residents of the Fort Berthold Reservation, and the 
move toward sustainable agriculture will help safeguard the Nation 
against the impacts of climate change.
Location: Deer I
Moderator: Gary Davis – Chief Executive Officer, Founder and 
Publisher, Native Business Magazine
Panelists:

• Mark N. Fox – Chairman, Mandan Hidatsa and Arikara Nation
• John Fredericks – Legal Counsel, Mandan Hidatsa and Arikara 

Nation
• Ken Royse – Vice President, Bartlett & West

3:30 PM – 3:45 PM NETWORKING BREAK – Sequoyah Ballroom

4:00 PM – 5:15 PM BREAKOUT SESSIONS THREE

Session/Podcast I: Small Business (This session will be recorded 
live as a Native Business Podcast for airing at a later date) – 
Marketing and Customer Service "Positioning Your Business Within a 
Competitive Landscape" As a small business owner, you are in the 
business of marketing. The problem for most small business owners is 
that they suffer from “marketing idea of the week” syndrome instead of 
implementing a systematic approach to the problem of small business 
marketing. Therefore, developing a strategic marketing plan that 
emphasizes the identification, attraction, and retention of your 
customer base is critical to the success of your business. In this 
session we will discuss the steps of positioning your business within a 
competitive landscape by reviewing these topics: 

• Identifying your target market(s) & developing a market 
segmentation strategy

• Web & Social Media presence
• Identifying, targeting, and retaining your ideal customer base
• How to better understand your competition, the needs of your 

customers and how to effectively reach customers and improve 
sales 

Location: Sequoyah Ballroom Main Stage



Host: Mika Leonard for the Native Business Podcast
Panelist:

• Kendra Clements – President, We The People Consulting
• Miguel Douglas – Executive Director, America Indian Republic 

News Network
• Brandi Douglas – Owner, Bella & Belle, A Creative Design 

Studio

Session II: Finance – Economic Sovereignty, How to Execute Capital 
Markets Transactions for Indian Country Businesses. Economic 
sovereignty is the purest form of Self-Determination in Indian 
Country.  This form of sovereignty begins with an awareness of the 
marketplace and how to navigate it.  Conference panels regularly 
discuss where Tribe's and their businesses can find capital for 
projects. Rarely is enough time given to the decisions, transactional 
structures, and corporate cadence that are necessary to actually 
acquire capital for critical investments.   This panel will look beyond 
traditional secured debt or equity-like capital offered by major 
institutions serving Indian Country in gaming and hospitality.   We will 
look instead to how tribes and their businesses can be prepared to 
engage with hedge funds, private equity, and family office investors to 
obtain debt financing for economic development.   We will cover 
expectations from the fund/investor side, preparing for diligence on the 
Tribal side, an outline of how the process is documented, and common 
pitfalls that prevent a transaction from closing.
Location: Deer II
Presenters:

• Ed Gehres – General Counsel, 777 Partners
• Maranda Compton – Partner, Van Ness Feldman, LLP

Session III: Government Contracting – “So you want to be a 
government contractor?” Whether you lead a Tribal enterprise or your 
own company you’ve heard that you should get into government 
contracting. You have some familiarity with concepts like set asides 
and small business targets but now you need help with taking the 
steps to get there. This session will focus on steps to get started and 
what to do when you are registered and ready to go. The expert panel 
will provide a buyer and startup perspective. When you leave the 
session you should have a game plan to pursue government contracts 
or not and have all the steps laid out to get started. Additionally, you 



will be provided with tips to make your business more attractive to the 
federal customer and what to expect when you make your first sale.
Location: Bear
Moderator: Clara Pratte – Founder and Chief Executive Officer, 
Strongbow Strategies
Panelists:

• Kimberley Teehee – Vice President of Government Relations, 
Cherokee Nation Businesses 

• Thomas E. Wilbur – Chief Executive Officer, Grand Traverse 
Economic Development

• Victoria Vasques – President and Chief Executive Officer, Tribal 
Tech, LLC

Forum: Legal – How To Train Your Lawyer, Beyond The J.D. Tribal 
lawyers are most useful when they know the limitation of their 
knowledge, and of their responsibilities. As a practical matter, lawyers 
advancing Tribal interests must, at the very least, understand the 
context in which present day problems arise.  And often, that historical 
context can be a powerful force in supporting legal arguments and 
providing a basis for success.  But lawyers are not generally trained in 
historical discipline, and even Native lawyers may not have mastered 
the particular facts of a newly represented tribe. Further, while legal 
issues may permeate business development, they are not the fire that 
drives that development, and cannot substitute for the judgment of the 
business owners. Join this panel to listen to lawyers and Tribal leaders 
discuss the art of educating and directing Tribal lawyers – in the spirit 
of ensuring that your Tribe and/or business get the best possible 
assistance.
Location: Deer I
Moderator: Judith A. Shapiro – Owner, Law Office of Judith A. Shapiro
Panelists:

• Lance A. Gumbs – Vice Chairman, Council of Trustees, 
Shinnecock Indian Nation

• Nicole E. Ducheneaux – Partner, Big Fire Law & Policy Group, 
LLP

5:30 PM – 7:30 PM  VIP NETWORKING RECEPTION – 18TH Floor – Sky Room

WEDNESDAY, MAY 15, 2019

8:00 AM – 12:00 PM REGISTRATION – Convention Entrance Area



7:00 AM – 7:45 AM BREAKFAST – 18TH Floor – Sky Room

8:00 AM - 8:45 AM GENERAL SESSION – Sequoyah Ballroom
• Invocation
• Morning Welcome and Announcements
• Special Remarks: Reggie Wassana – Governor, Cheyenne 

and Arapaho Tribes
• Keynote Speaker: Myron Lizer – Vice President, Navajo 

Nation
• Final Remarks

9:00 AM – 12:00 PM TRADESHOW – Sequoyah Ballroom

9:00 AM – 10:00 AM BREAKOUT SESSIONS FOUR

Session/Podcast I: Entrepreneurship - Native Cuisine and 
Brewers. (This session will be recorded live as a Native Business 
Podcast for airing at a later date) Farm to Table: a Native Concept. 
Native food producers and brewers are prospering, increasing in 
number and capacity across the United States. It’s as if an entire 
indigenous food movement has taken off and it shows no sign of 
slowing down. Join this panel to learn how some of the leading 
companies in the Native food and beverage industries are innovating 
menu offerings, managing their brick and mortar and food truck 
growth; all while introducing the masses to indigenous culinary and 
brewing excellence. A delectable discussion.
Location: Sequoyah Ballroom Main Stage
Host: Mika Leonard for the Native Business Podcast
Panelists:

• Ben Jacobs – Owner, Tocabe, An American Indian Eatery
• Bill McClure – Chief Executive Officer, Native American Coffee
• Jake Keyes – Co-Founder and Brewer, Sky Dance Brewing

Session II: Broadband – Connecting Indian Country. Broadband is 
one of the most important utilities of the 21st century.  Come learn how 
your Tribal members can improve access to opportunities and your 
tribe can prosper in the global economy. Panelists will discuss a 
variety of solutions for Tribal communities, economic development 
opportunities, and funding.
Location: Bear
Presenters:

• Allyson Doctor – General Manager, Mohawk Networks



• Randall Willis – Executive Managing Director, Cayuse 
Technologies, LLC

• Geoffrey C. Blackwell – Chief Strategy Officer and General 
Counsel, AMERIND Risk

Session III: Enterprise – The Importance of Establishing a 
Successful Business Succession Plan. Planning to transition key   
executive leadership in your business can be daunting and time 
consuming. Join us as our panelists provide insights that attendees 
can utilize in helping to create and manage a proactive transition plan 
to ensure the long term success and sustainability of your business.
Location: Deer II
Moderator: Gary Davis – Chief Executive Officer and Publisher, 
Native Business Magazine
Panelists:

• Derek Valdo – Chief Executive Officer, AMERIND Risk
• Victoria Vasques – President and Chief Executive Officer, Tribal 

Tech, LLC

Forum: Infrastructure – The Vital Importance of Master Planning to 
Achieve Culturally and Environmentally Sustainable Development for 
American Indian, First Nations, and Indigenous Communities. Join this 
panel to learn more about how sovereign nation’s can realize their full 
capacity for building healthy communities that sustain culture, nature, 
and spirit in order to achieve self-sufficiency, improve their impacts on 
the natural world, and develop healthy, green, culturally-responsive 
communities.
Location: Deer I
Presenters: 

• Joseph Kunkel – Executive Director, Sustainable Native 
Communities Collaborative

• Kelly Skalicky – President and Chief Executive Officer, Stearns 
Bank

• Sean McCabe – President, McCabe CPA Group

10:00 AM – 10:15 AM NETWORKING BREAK – Sequoyah Ballroom

10:15 AM – 11:15 AM BREAKOUT SESSIONS FIVE

Session/Podcast I: E–Commerce (This session will be recorded live 
as a Native Business Podcast for airing at a later date) – Technology 



and Innovation are Leveling the Playing Field in Indian Country. E-
commerce opportunities provide access to new markets, consumers 
and reduce economic leakages moving economies toward an export-
based strategy. Understanding how these advantages fit within other 
economic systems, cultures and strategies are keys to moving from 
revenue-based efforts to truly developing reservation-based 
economies. Join this panel to learn how Tribal nations are able to 
exercise their sovereignty and utilize their competitive advantages.
Location: Sequoyah Ballroom Main Stage
Host: Mika Leonard for the Native Business Podcast
Panelist:

• John Shotton – Chairman, Otoe – Missouria Tribe
• Maranda Compton – Partner, Van Ness Feldman, LLP
• Bill McClure – Chief Executive Officer, Native American Coffee

Session II: Economic Development – Modernizing Tribal 
Economies: From Conception to Implementation. Growing and 
diversifying an economy requires Tribal leaders to engage in critical 
deliberations to ensure economic growth will be financially successful. 
It is crucial to plan towards a progressive, diversified portfolio that 
allows tribes to spread the risk and development business ventures 
that will translate into jobs and economic security not only for Tribal 
governments but also for their Tribal members. Discussions will focus 
on the ongoing need for Economic Development & Planning for 
Diversification. Most Tribal economic development tends to focus on 
specific projects or land development initiatives.  However Tribal 
leadership must also focus on building a sustainable economy, one 
that separates Tribal governance from a Nation’s economic 
development structure (while still keeping communication clear and 
constant between them). It is important to keep the Tribal community 
informed and engaged in the planning process. It is critical that tribes 
perform extensive due diligence before investing in any business, 
passive investment or property. The panel will discuss how important it 
is to analyze all parts of an investment or partnership as a tribe builds 
the correct framework for their business environment. Pointing out how 
the excitement built around new opportunities and expansion in some 
cases overshadows the potential of already existing Tribal businesses. 
Noting the benefits that come from prioritizing in an organized and 
focused direction and understanding what support is needed in order 
to move forward with building for the future.
Location: Bear



Moderator: Jamie Fullmer – Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, 
Blue Stone Strategy Group 
Panelists:

• Larry Wright, Jr. – Chairman, Ponca Tribe of Nebraska
• Shannon Holsey – President, Stockbridge-Munsee Band of 

Mohican
• John Mooers – President, Blue Stone Strategy Group 

Session III: Banking – Leveraging Your Banking Relationship To Take 
Your Tribe To The Next Level. Banks have evolved over time. They 
aren’t just places to keep your money safe, but instead can be your 
trusted advisor. If you want to grow your Tribal business or 
organization, then the first step is to understand how to work with your 
financial institution. Join us as we show you have to be more efficient 
in your business and maximize your banking relationship.
Location: Deer II
Presenters:

• Jarrod Compton – Director, Native American Financial 
Services, BOK Financial

• Will Reavis – Relationship Manager, Native American Financial 
Services, BOK Financial

• Lisa Howard – Treasury Management Officer, CTP, Native 
American Financial Services, BOK Financial 

Forum: Empowerment: Native Women in Business – There has 
never been a more important time to recognize the strength and 
resilience demonstrated by those who comprise the foundation of our 
Native communities across Indian Country, our Native Women. Join 
this panel to gain insights from respected Native business women who 
have risen to the top of their respective fields of endeavor. Hear their 
stories and learn about their keys to success and what has helped 
forge each of them into the leaders they are today.
Location: Deer I
Moderator: Kristin Butler – Senior Editor, Native Business Magazine
Panelists:

• Carmen Davis – Founder and Publisher, Native Business 
Magazine 

• Lacey Horn – Treasurer, Cherokee Nation
• Victoria Vasques – President and Chief Executive Officer, Tribal 

Tech, LLC



11:30 AM – 12:30 PM BREAKOUT SESSIONS SIX

Session/Podcast I: Entrepreneurship (This session will be recorded 
live as a Native Business Podcast for airing at a later date) – 
Encouraging Entrepreneurship and Why a Private Sector is Important 
for the Long-Term Growth and Vitality of Indian Country.
Location: Sequoyah Ballroom Main Stage
Host: Mika Leonard for the Native Business Podcast
Panelists:

• Myron Lizer – Vice President, Navajo Nation
• Clara Pratte – Founder and Chief Executive Officer, Strongbow 

Strategies
• JC Seneca – Chief Executive Officer, Six Nations 

Manufacturing

Session II: Finance – Why Alternative Investments benefit Tribal 
Governments. Alternative investments include private equity, hedge 
funds, managed futures, real estate, commodities and derivatives 
contracts. Learn why these strategies might especially benefit Tribal 
governments, how to implement them and the unique factors Tribal 
governments should consider.
Location: Deer II
Presenter:

• Rich Castleberry – Vice President, Alternative Investments 
Analyst, BOK Financial

Session III: Human Resources – Sexual Harassment Training. Tribal 
Employers work hard at maintaining a work environment free from 
harassment including sexual harassment. As part of that effort, regular 
training for all employees is consistent with best practices. Regular 
training reinforces the message that harassment will not be tolerated 
and will demonstrate to employees and the courts that the Tribal 
employer is actively addressing this issue. Join this training to better 
understand what laws apply and the employer strategies for effective 
policy development, training and enforcement. 
Location: Deer I
Presenter: Richard McGee – Law Office of Richard McGee

Session IV: Agriculture – The Intertribal Agriculture Council (IAC) 
American Indian Trademark and Export Opportunities. The Intertribal 
Agriculture Council was founded in 1987 to pursue and promote the 



conservation, development and use of our agricultural resources for 
the betterment of our people. Land-based agricultural resources are 
vital to the economic and social welfare of many Native American and 
Alaskan Tribes. The harmonies of man, soil, water, air, vegetation and 
wildlife that collectively make-up the American Indian agriculture 
community, influence our emotional and spiritual well being. Prior to 
1987, American Indian agriculture was basically unheard of outside 
reservation boundaries. Since that time, IAC has grown to prominence 
in Indian Country and among the federal government agencies and the 
agricultural field with which it works on behalf of individual Indian 
producers and Tribal enterprises. The IAC has, over the last three 
decades, become recognized as the most respected voice within the 
Indian community and government circles on agricultural policies and 
programs in Indian country. The Special Discussion for this session is 
Export Opportunities for Producers.
Location: Bear
Presenters:

• Electa Red Corn – Technical Assistant Specialist, Eastern 
Oklahoma Region, Intertribal Agriculture Council

• Steven Bond – Technical Assistant Specialist, Eastern 
Oklahoma Region, Intertribal Agriculture Council

12:45 PM – 2:00 PM LUNCHEON – Sequoyah Ballroom
• Invocation
• Lunch Served
• Keynote Speaker: Lacey Horn – Treasurer, Cherokee Nation
• Final Remarks


